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Reviewer's report:

The authors have identified a number of barriers when performing home medication reviews in Aboriginal Health Service and suggests a model for improved integration of a pharmacist.

The study is interesting and poses the important question how attitudes among health care personal, in particular pharmacists, might affect the outcome of an intervention, in this case a home medicine review program.

The qualitative method with analysis of semi-structured interviews is appropriate and properly described as well as the sound description of the resulting data.

The figures are adequate and supports the understanding of the findings. For the non-Australian readers some expressions should be explained: EPC and red tape respectively.

The authors discuss their findings well balanced with relevant handling of limitations and references respectively.

The paper is very well written with a an appropriate title.

I recommend that the paper will be accepted with only minor revisions.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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